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Abstract. With the development of the internet and computer technology, the image protection 
becomes more and more important. In order to strengthen the robust and safety of the image 
protection , this paper mainly improve the encryption algorithm of harsh sequence and propose the 
theory of using chaos theory to encrypt the image protection through analyzing the basic feature of 
the chaos theory. It also proposes new image protection solution by using encryption matrix methods, 
Pseudo random sequence block and image scrambling method in the image protection experiment. 
The experiment shows that these methods have better usefulness, safety and versatility which can 
satisfy the needs of image data encryption and image safety. 

Introduction 

With the spread and application of computer and internet technique, the information safety becomes 
the focus of the people. Image protection is one of important issue resulting from the development of 
information era[1].  

The image protection is a process of encrypting the image data. There are mainly two kinds of 
encryption algorithm, one is the password analysis and the other is password design. In the password 
design, it can be fatherly divided into traditional password and chaos password [2]. The representative 
of traditional password is DES/IDEA/AES and so on which are mainly based on number theory. The 
chaos password is based on the initial value sensitivity to produce the password [3]. 

The essential qualities of the chaos theory 

Chaos phenomenon is the certainty and similar random process arisen in the non-linear dynamical 
system. Such a process is neither cyclically nor convergence and dependency to the initial value and 
sensitivity [4]. 

The following is the Logistic mapping in the chaos dynamic system: 
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The following is the function changing situations when μ take different values. Four situations 

0~1、1~3、3~4 and more than 4 are taken separately, the experiment is denoted as figure 1. 

 

         μ=0.5                    μ=2.5                    μ=3.3           μ=3.5                      μ=3.6                     μ=4.4 

Figure 1. the Logistic mapping chaos model when μ take different values 
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From figure 1, we get that when 45699456.3 ≤< μ , Logistic mapping work in chaos. 
Through simple transformation, Logistic mapping can be defined between (-1, 1) as denoted in Eq. (2). 
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When the surjection 2=λ , the PDF (Probability Density Function) of Logistic mapping sequence 
is denoted in Eq. (3). 
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 Through calculating )(xρ , we can get the statistic character of the chaos sequence generate from 
Logistic mapping [5]. 

According to the initial value sensitivity of chaos sequence, take the initial value 0.3366 and 0.3367 
to make the chaos sequence contrast as denoted in figure 2. 

                                      
(a)                                        (b)                                    (c)                                     (d) 

Figure2.  initial value sensitivity testing chart of chaos sequence. (a) Chaos sequence figure with 
initial value 0.3366     (b) Chaos sequence figure with initial value 0.3367 (c) Difference value chart of 

two chaos sequences     (d) Positive change difference value chart of two chaos sequences 
Chaos sequence generate from the mixed optical bistable model, the model[6] is as follows: 

)(sin 2
1 Bnn xxAx −=+      (4) 

When A=4， Bx =2.5, this formula is in chaos, we can get different chaos sequence with different 

initial value nx . 

Image protection method based on chaos sequence 

Method based on encryption matrix 
Take the Logistic mapping as the example [7], and generate nn ×  encryption matrix A. The image 

itself is a two-dimension matrix, suppose it as mm × dimension matrix B among which m is the 
multiple of n. Therefore, image matrix B can be divided into k nn × matrix blocks kBBB ,....,, 21 . 

)1(1 iii xxx −=+ μ  is the chaos sequence generator, μ takes 3.9,the initial value takes 0.3255. 

Multiply matrix A with kBBB ,....,, 21 respectively in matrix B to get encryption matrix G. 

ii BAG ×=  ),...,2,1( ki =  

Advantage of this method: calculating speed is fast and simple. Disadvantage: the encryption 
matrix generated from the chaos sequence is not sensitive to the initial value at the very beginning that 
is the difference between encryption matrixes generated from different initial value is not great.     
Therefore, when the encryption matrix dimensionality is very tiny, it is too easy to crack; the blocking 
effects are easily come out because of the block encryption to the image matrix. 

The method based on Pseudo random sequence block 
Just like the above thought that encryption images in blocks. First, take the image as a matrix B and 

generate pseudo random number K according to secret key. Divide the image into random overlap-able 
m image area blocks in line with K. Then recombine m area blocks and encrypt each block with 
encryption matrix A, a new encryption image data blocks is generated. 

The generation of secret key can be preset by the user or extract according to the image. Such as 
compress the image B into b with DCT, and generate secret key through the value of b as denoted in 
figure 3. 
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(a)                                               (b)                                           (c)                                                   (d) 

Figure3. Extract the value of key in the image. (a) The image of testing. (b) The image of extracting 
the value of key. (c) The rendering image generated from secret k1 in blocks. (d) The rendering image 

generated from secret k2 in blocks. 
Divide the image in accordance with the value of key, (c) and (d) in figure 3 is the block situation of 

image under different key values. 
The method based on image scramble 
First suppose image matrix D as NM ×  dimension, M is the row vector number, N is the line 

vector number. Shifting randomly every row in the row vector and the random shifting number K can 
be generated from chaos sequence. Similarly, shift randomly the line vector accordingly to generate 
new matrix D after the image scramble. It also use chaos sequence to generate random unit matrix A 
and B, make use of the image matrix multiply A at left and B at right to achieve vector shifting and 
generate scramble image matrix D. 

The encryption matrix S generated by chaotic sequences is nm ×  dimension, encrypted the 
Scrambling matrix 'D , ''' DSD ×= and ''D is the new encryption matrix. 

The advantage of this method is that it has good quality of hiding plaintext and has good secret key 
safety, anti aggression and good practicability. The disadvantage is that because using iteration to 
achieve scramble that the encryption ratio is low, the calculating time is long. 

The test result of encrypting the image with image scramble method is denoted in figure 4. 

          
(a)                  (b)                  (c)                          (d)                                (e)                             (f)   

Figure4.  Image scramble and encryption test rendering. (a) Original image(b) Image after scramble(c) 
Encryption image(d) Original image histogram(e) Scramble image histogram(f) Encryption image 

Method base on high-dimension chaos sequence 
As the above three image encryption methods can only achieve encryption to gray image and secret 

key room is too small. The high-dimensional chaos sequence encryption is proposed with the core is 
high-dimensional chaos model. The following are two usual high-dimensional chaos models. 

The high-dimensional chaos system has good random quality, unpredictability, security and safety. 
Moreover, it has high encryption efficiency and reduces the calculating volume. Compared with the 
traditional chaos system, the sequence generated from this method is more difficult to predict and 
crack. 

Conclusions 

This paper mainly studies the improvement of the harsh sequence encryption algorithm and after 
analyzing the basic feature of the chaos theory the image protection encryption based on it is proposed. 
And through the encryption matrix method, pseudorandom sequence block method and image 
scrambling into the image protection experiment, a series of image protection formula is proposed. The 
experiment result tests that these methods have better practical applicability, safety and flexibility 
which can satisfy the demand of image data encryption and protect the image fatherly. 
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